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University life all around the globe is an exciting adventure and a unique opportunity to expand 
horizons and learn about the world. There are many similarities between the Greek and United 
States (U.S.) higher education systems, including their mission and their inclusion of both 
University and Technological sectors1. Specifically, the two countries share similar missions to 
promote knowledge through research and teaching, prepare students for professional life, 
correspond to market needs, and create responsible citizens2. However, in the areas of 
admissions, curriculum, and structure of student life, there are significant and unique differences 
between the two countries.  
Admissions 
Greece 
Universities in Greece are free for students. Admission to universities is dependent on the 
fulfillment of a minimum grade point average as well as testing scores3. Specifically, a student’s 
grades on their high school completion certificate in subjects relevant to their field of study (i.e. 
biology for medical school, mathematics for engineering) are evaluated in combination with their 
grades received at the Panhellenic university entrance examinations4. In general, the minimum 
grade point average on the entrance examination to enter the Universities is approximately 7.5 
out of 105. Students declare their priority of desired majors before they take the standardized 
exam, then enter a school based on the grade they receive. Students often do not receive their 
highest priority choice. Interestingly, because of Greece’s value in family, special consideration 
is given to those who come from families having three or more children as well as those who 
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meet other social criteria such as: being an orphan, having a close relative suffering of a long 
term illness, being a victim of a terrorist act, or having a sibling already studying in a Higher 
Education Institution6,7. Due to the nature of the system, Greek students must know what they 
want to study by the time they graduate high school. 
U.S. 
In the U.S., University education is not free, and many students depend on grants, scholarships, 
and loans to pay for college. However, many still graduate with large amounts of debt. Students’ 
admission is based on a combination of their high school activities, college essays, and 
standardized testing (ACT or SAT) scores. Many colleges also require or recommend interviews 
with prospective students. Standards for admission vary among universities and social factors are 
considered to a lesser extent (i.e, if one is a member of an under-represented group, or first time 
college student, etc.). Students usually do not formally declare their major right away and can 
change their mind8. 
Curriculum 
Greece 
A total of 180 credits is required to complete a Bachelor’s degree in Greece. Students are 
admitted to professional schools directly (i.e. medical school, law school) without prior general 
college experience. The academic school year starts the 1st of September and ends the 31st of 
August the following year. It is divided into two semesters, each having 13 weeks of instruction 
while the rest of the time is devoted to taking exams (three exam periods), which a student can 
take several times until passing them. One can graduate in 4 years from many schools but some 
subjects as engineering, music school, etc. may take 5 years. The curriculum is determined by 
five professors and approved by the Dean. Instruction takes place in large lectures with teaching 
assistants answering questions9. Most students do not attend the lectures since they are not 
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necessary in order to pass the exams10. In challenging courses, the difficulty of the exams is such 
that maybe 10% of students pass them (a passing grade is 5 out of 10). To complete a degree 
there are required courses with no options, required courses with options, and finally electives11. 
U.S.  
From personal experience, in the U.S., 120 credits are required to receive a Bachelor’s degree 
and most Universities have two semesters or three quarters with summer semester being 
optional. Attendance in most courses is mandatory and exams are taken only once and are based 
on instruction and the books. One needs to graduate from a four-year college before applying to 
medical school or law school. 
Student life 
Greece 
During a personal conversation with Dr. Gkoupidenis, he gave insight into his experiences as 
well as general experiences with Greek university student life. According to Dr. Gkoupidenis, 
student life at a Greek University is much more relaxed with less pressure. Since it is not 
mandatory to pass any classes in any given year and attendance is not mandatory, students have a 
full life which includes having a lot of fun. Most have jobs and do not worry about passing 
exams because they can take them repeatedly so it may take them 7-8 years to finish their degree. 
After all, college is free. Dr. Gkoupidenis said that one must be very internally motivated to 
succeed. Many students have jobs in coffee shops and restaurants in the area surrounding the 
University12. When they do not work, they sleep in late and visit with friends very late into the 
night. During exam times however, they completely isolate themselves for several weeks and 
study intensely to pass the exam. One of the items that Dr. Gkoupidenis emphasized was the 
culture of sharing in Greece, which in his view is exemplified by the African proverb: "If you 
want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together" 
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In the U.S., students are more disciplined and most attend classes regularly and do daily 
homework to pass their clasess. Exam times require more studying but not weeks of isolation. 
The environment is highly competitive and there is a lot of pressure to be better than your peers 
to succeed. 
Based on this information, the next page shows what the schedule of two hypothetical students, a 
Greek’s (Yiannis) and an American’s (John) daily schedule would look like. 
 YIANNIS JOHN 
8 am Sleeping 
Eating cereal and getting ready 
for his first class 
10 am Eating bread with butter and honey and 
drinking milk while reading the paper 
Second class of the day; 
taking notes furiously 
12 pm Meeting friends in the plaza for coffee Eating a quick lunch before lab 
2 pm Eating lunch at home and watching TV Doing research at the library 
6 pm Studying Studying while eating dinner 
9 pm Eating dinner and meeting friends 
at the local coffee shop 
Studying 
11 pm Still out with friends talking 
and laughing 
Going to bed 
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